
Time/Place 

Contemporary 

Contemporary 

America 

Contemporary 

America 

Contemporary 

Universal 

Contemporary 

America 

Contemporary 

America 

Mode 

article: "Fan

t asy Merchants" 

(Newsweek, Dec. 

3 I 1979) 

Theme 

living out a fantasy 

Song: "Fountain tradition of courtly 

of Sorrow" love; illusion, dis-

Jackson Browne 

soap operas 

advertising 

language 

personal 

anecdote 

Movie: "WUSA" 

Figure 1 

illusion 

fantasy vs. reality 

fantasy life styles, 

images 

theory of communication 

walking in the French 

Quarter: tourists vs. 

the real thing 

fantasy vs. reality 

1Knowles, Malcolm, "The Role and Mission of the Adult 
Educator," Chapter 2 in The Modern Practice of Adult 
Education, pp. 24-28. 

#################################################### 

Errata: 
The article reviewing the work 

of the licensure task force omitted Sr. 
Jean Dummer, Associate Professor of 
Education at the College of St, Catherine, 
and mis-identified Richard Dillman; 
Dillman is Assistant Professor of English, 
St. Cloud State University. 

#################################################### 
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills 

SCHEMATA 

One result of the recent attention to reading in all areas 

by researchers has been the reintroduction and wide-spread use 

of the term "schema" and its plural form "schemata." The 

following is an attempt to provide a definition and discussion 

on the term, as it may relate to research and teaching. 

What Are Schemata? 

Schemata are the conceptual plans or structures that 

readers (for instance) bring to their understanding of a text. 

E. Marcia Sheridan has stated that the "system for storing 

and retrieving knowledge in memory is ... called schema theory. 

Schemata •.. represent generic concepts which are stored in 

memory. These generic concepts include underlying objects, 

situations, events, actions, and sequences of actions. These 

objects etc. are not atomic, but contain the network of inter-

-relations with other constituent concepts. In other words, 

the way in which a particular concept is stored is not by 

remembering that isolated event in its totality down to its 

most basic components, but by identifying those aspects of the 

event related to other concepts already stored. In effect we 

make (connections) between the information in the text and what 

we already know, Thus schemata represent stereotypes of con

cepts." 

What Is an_ Example? 

In essence, people store and arrange their experiences 

as schemata to use in interpreting new experiences. J. Jaap 

Tuinman offers an example: 

A schema, quite simply put, is an abstraction of 

reality. Traveling much, I have a well developed 

hotel room schema;· I know the general layout of 

even new rooms: I know to expect a TV, telephone, 

a specific kind of furnishing, a notice of room rates, 

a heat/cooling control, etc. Note that my schema, 
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though well fleshed out, is general. I don't know the 

kind of TV, the type of temperature control, the 

specific arrangement of the furniture. Notice also 

that I have acquired this schema from experi~nce, 

from repeated encounters with similar phenomena. 

Being capable of some learning, I have abstracted 

the features common to these phenomena and 

constructed a hotel room schema. Sporadically, 

I encounter an unfamiliar room, This is an occasion 

to revise and update my hotel room schemata. 

Are All Schemata_the Same? 

No, all schemata are not the same. The reader must decide 

subconsciously what schemata are necessary for understanding 

the text. Two general kinds of schemata are described in 

"Effects of the Reader's Schema at Different Points in Time," 

a report by Richard Anderson, and others, The first type, 

"textual schemata," embodies knowledge of discourse conventions 

that signal organization, with specialized conventions 

characteristic of distinct text forms and other conventions com

mon to most text forms, These organizational schemata include 

a story schema, a personal letter schema, a news article 

schema, a scientific report schema, and so on. The second type 

of schemata, "content schemata," embodies the reader' s 

existing knowledge of real and imaginary worlds, "What the 

reader already believes about a topic helps to structure the 

interpretation of new messages about this topic, There is 

good reason to believe that content schemata are more important 

to reading comprehension than textual schemata" (p.4). 

What Are the Implications for Teaching? 

Dolores Durkin has gleaned two deceptively simple state

ments that summarize research on schemata, One is that "the 

more we know before we read, the more we learn when we read." 

The second, which she at tributes to G. V. Glass, is that "the 

maintenance, . ,of old knowledge is no less important than the 

discovery of new knowledge," These tenets emphasize the need 
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for more diagnosis and prescription in reading instruction, 

That is, reading teachers and content area teachers need to 

be keenly aware of what their students bring into class as far 

as prior experience and approaches to reading are concerned. 

Various prereading exercises should be conducted to acclimate 

students to the reading materials and to orient students toward 

the proper goals and expectations of the reading assi6nment. 

Teachers will also need to expose the students to many 

varieties of textual schemata so that the children can get used 

to adjusting their reading habits to various reading tasks, It 

is generally accepted that reading a math text, reading a his

tory lesson, reading a short story, and reading "Teen Magazine" 

do not require the same amounts of reading expertise, Sche

mata help to explain why this is so and suggest what teachers 

can do to give students practice in adjusting their reading 
strategies. 

Research on schemata suggests that teachers need to pay 

attention to the types of questions they ask when discussing 

reading assignments. Some children have enough background 

knowledge on a topic to give answers without reading assigned 

passages. In other cases teachers ask too many literal 

questions about the reading assignment, thereby focusing 

children's attention on bottom-up processing rather than sti

mulating their critical reading- skills, 

Basically, teachers should realize that schemata are 

simply ways of organizing information in memory, that schemata 

create expectations about what appears in print, and, perhaps 

most important, teachers need to vary both questioning techniques 

and instructional content so that students can develop all the 

reading skills they will need to increase their comprehension 

of the world in print and the world in general. 

Sources for Further Reading 

Anderson, Richard C,, and others. Effects of the Reader's 

Schema at Different Points in Time. Technical Report No, 

119, Cambridge, Mass.: Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Inc.; 
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Urbana, Ill.: Center for the Study of Reading, 1979, 

36 pp. (ED 169 523) 
Durkin, Dolores, "What Is the Value of the New Interest in 

Reading Comprehension?" Language Arts, vol. 58, no, 1 

(January 1981), pp. 23-43, 

Campbell, Leo J, , and Simon Mark Grist, eds. Reading Compre

hension: Trends in Research and Teaching . Published in 

conjunction with the 14th Annual Spring Reading Conference, 
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Sheridan, E, Marcia, A Review of Research on Schema Theory 
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CHOICES FROM NEW BOOKS, 1982 

By Norine Odland 

Alexander, Lloyd. THE KESTREL. Dutton, 1982. 244pp. $10.95 

A highly suspenseful and intricate story using the 

memorable characters introduced in WESTMARK. Alexander 

examines the censorship issue and a number of political 

questions in a way that is both subtle and economical 

writing with clarity and grace throughout. One of this 

year's best books for readers 12 and up. 

Arnosky, Jim, DRAWING FROM NATURE, Lothrop, 1982, unpaged, 

$10.50, Explanation of drawings of subjects from nature. 

Reference book for young person who has some skill or 

talent. Four sections: Water, Land, Plants, Animals, 9 up 

Baker, Betty, AND ME, COYOTE, illus, by_Maria Horvath, 

Macmillan, 1982, $8,95 
Creation myth based on Native American sources with coyote 

assisting World Maker and his brother, Tinges of humor 

but maintains mystery and magical feeling, Black and white 

linoleum cuts are decorative. Reads well orally, 9-11 

Baker, Betty SEVEN SPELLS TO FAREWELL. Macmillan, 1982, $8,95 

Set in the time and place when sorcerers were common, 

the adventure is as much about people as spells, A pig 

and a raven are part of the magic but they also provide 

humor, Events are woven skillfully into a story which 

is fresh and entertaining. 11 up 

Bawden, Nina. KEPI' IN THE DARK, Lothrop, 1982, $9,50 

Intrigue dominates in a well constructed story of drama in 

a family who happen to live in England but could be anywhere. 

Foreshadowing is done expertly; the characters are por

trayed with showing not telling their individuality, 

Demonstrates feeling of humanity beyond the immediate situa

tion of the story~ i.e. there is more here than just a 

story, 11 up 

Beatty, Patricia, EIGHT MULES FROM MONI'EREY. Ma=ow, 1982. 

Tense times are described with detail in this adventure into 
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